Q: Should my elderly hospitalized patient with acute onset of altered mental status undergo stat head CT?

An 82-year-old woman presents to the hospital because of progressively worsening weakness. On hospital day 4, a nurse finds her with severe inattention, disorganized thinking, and an altered level of consciousness. The nurse initiates a rapid response. Computed tomography (CT) of the head without contrast is ordered, which reveals no acute intracranial process. Arterial blood gas measurement reveals respiratory acidosis. The patient is started on bilevel positive end-expiratory pressure ventilation. Repeat arterial blood gas measurement reveals that the acidosis has resolved, and the patient’s mental status improves.

A: CT has become an integral tool in patient evaluation. Unfortunately, overreliance may have led to overuse.

In an article commemorating the 50th anniversary of the first CT scan,1 Dr. Joel Howell reflected on the shift within medicine attributed to the new technology, specifically the ability to detect a lesion that may be contributing to disease. Howell asserted that the challenge of CT is “to determine when finding the lesion can help relieve symptoms and save lives and when it does little to improve the health of the patient.”

CT is used to look for intracranial hemorrhage if a patient is receiving anticoagulation. Additionally, it is commonly ordered to rule out a bleed or other intracranial process in hospitalized patients with delirium. However, a retrospective study found that of 220 CT scans performed for acute-onset delirium, only 6 (2.7%) had positive results.2 This finding raises the question of whether CT is necessary in evaluating delirium, given its cost, radiation exposure, and allocation of a limited resource.

**DIAGNOSIS OF DELIRIUM**

Delirium is an acute neurocognitive disorder characterized by sudden changes in attention and cognition. It has been reported to occur in 14% to 56% of hospitalized patients,3 but it is recognized only 12% to 35% of the time.4

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-5-TR) outlines 5 features that characterize delirium: (1) changes in attention and awareness that…(2) develop acutely from a patient’s baseline and are… (3) associated with additional changes in cognition… (4) which are not better explained by another preexisting neurocognitive disorder and…(5) can be attributed to a medical condition elicited by history, physical examination, or laboratory data.5

There are many clinical methods for assessing delirium, such as asking the patient to count backward from 100 by 7s (serial 7s) or spell “world” backward, in addition to the following:

- The Confusion Assessment Method6 is a practical evidence-based tool to assess delirium at the bedside. Patients exhibiting acute or fluctuating inattentiveness accompanied by either an altered level of consciousness or disorganized thinking would be considered delirious as assessed by this tool.
- The 4AT7 rapid clinical test for delirium is a bedside screening tool that comprises 4 items: an assess-
ment of alertness, separate tests of cognition, and an assessment of changes in mental status.\textsuperscript{7}

**Electroencephalography.** Interestingly, generalized slowing on electroencephalographic monitoring correlates with delirium and may be useful to assess delirium severity.\textsuperscript{8}

### BEDSIDE CLINICAL ASSESSMENT OF STROKE

Because “time is brain,” speed is of the utmost importance when assessing and subsequently treating a potential “brain attack.” As mentioned above, although CT is almost reflexively used in the setting of delirium, it rarely reveals a contributing process, suggesting that there is a better way to evaluate our patients.

The **National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS)** is one of the better known of the many stroke scales. Developed as a research tool to measure outcomes in the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke rt-PA Stroke Study,\textsuperscript{9} over time the scale was truncated and further modified to its present-day version. The original NIHSS had 15 items and assigned a score based on level of consciousness, gaze, visual fields, facial palsy, extremity strength, ataxia, sensation, language, dysarthria, and extinction. Careful assessment of the scale whittled the original 15 items to an essential 11 by eliminating components that were deemed superfluous or poorly reproducible.

The modified NIHSS has been found to be both reliable (ie, different observers will calculate the same score for the same patient) and valid (ie, it correlates with both stroke volumes and clinical outcomes),\textsuperscript{10} and it is clinically indicated in every “code stroke.” However, it does not fully answer the question as to whether a stroke is occurring.

The **2CAN score**\textsuperscript{11} was developed as a way for clinicians who are not neurologists to recognize and distinguish inpatient strokes from stroke mimics. Recognition of inpatient stroke is challenging considering the confounding medical conditions and many medications given in the hospital. Possible 2CAN scores range from 0 to 6. Patients get 1 point if they have 1 of the following clinical deficits: asymmetric facial droop; asymmetric arm weakness; or slurred speech, inappropriate words, or inability to speak at all. They get 3 points if they have 2 or more of these deficits. In addition, they get 1 point for each of the following: cardiac surgery in the current hospitalization, history of atrial fibrillation, or being in the hospital less than 24 hours. However, the 2CAN score has not accumulated adequate evidence that it can accurately identify in-hospital strokes.\textsuperscript{12}

### DELIRIUM: LOOKING FOR OTHER CAUSES, WHILE KEEPING STROKE IN MIND

Regardless of whether the possibility of stroke was ruled out by history and physical examination or imaging, the underlying cause of delirium needs to be identified so that proper treatment can be started.

When approaching a patient in a delirious state, physicians can organize their thinking using the following framework\textsuperscript{13}:

- **Neurologic causes:** cerebral hypoxia, seizure, traumatic brain injury, intracranial hemorrhage, brain tumor, hydrocephalus, central nervous system vasculitis, immune-mediated encephalitis
- **Toxic causes:** medications, alcohol, recreational drugs, poisons
- **Metabolic causes:** hepatic encephalopathy, uremia, hypoglycemia, hyperosmolality, electrolyte disturbances, vitamin deficiency, hypercarbia, thyroid disease, Cushing syndrome, hypothermia, hyperthermia
- **Infectious causes:** urinary tract infection, pneumonia, sepsis, meningitis, encephalitis, brain abscess
- **Other causes:** insomnia, hypertension, posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome

In the case of our 82-year-old patient, the delirium was most likely due to hypercarbia, a metabolic cause.

### THE CASE AGAINST IMAGING

While the differential diagnosis for delirium is very broad, only a handful of the diseases are caused by processes that would require imaging. In fact, most treatable causes of delirium lie outside the brain.\textsuperscript{14} By applying the framework described above and assessing the patient with a thorough history, focused physical examination, and appropriate testing reflecting the differential diagnosis, the underlying cause of delirium can be established accurately and would not require imaging.

Not only does excessive imaging weaken our diagnostic reasoning, it also delays proper treatment while we wait for the patient’s return from the scanner and for the radiologist’s report. This delays time to making a proper diagnosis, subsequently delaying treatment, which can increase morbidity in any medical condition, not just delirium. However, the concepts of stroke mimics\textsuperscript{15} and “stroke chameleons” or “hidden
strokes further challenge our diagnostic abilities and require a heightened level of awareness and understanding that certain presentations may prompt neuroimaging on a case-by-case basis.

**THE BOTTOM LINE**

Since most causes of delirium are extracranial, imaging is not necessary for every hospitalized patient who develops delirium. Once the diagnosis of delirium is confirmed through the diagnostic criteria outlined in the DSM-5-TR or clinical scores such as the Confusion Assessment Method or the 4AT, the possibility of an underlying cerebral bleeding episode or ischemic process can be evaluated using widely adopted clinical scoring tools such as the NIHSS. These tools, accompanied by the clinician’s clinical acumen, can obviate the need for CT, allowing the clinician to think through the differential diagnosis of delirium and narrow the range of potential causes for the individual patient. Subsequent tests and therapies can be ordered accordingly.
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